Welcome to LaserPunk Metaverse
About The Laserpunk Gods Metaverse
The beginning: Once upon a time the Laserpunk Galaxy was born with its origin
traced to the Big Bang, The initial idea was the LASERPUNK PLANET, a 3D
animated NFT project which is the genesis planet of the Laserpunks NFT
Metaverse.

Brief introduction:
LaserPunk Gods are brand new 3D animated metaverse NFTs created by a team
of experienced crypto entrepreneurs, incubated by CorionX team members with
supports by its global #MoneyInTheRightDirection movement.
NFT LaunchPad: The core of the LaserPunk Metaverse
We are building an NFT/Metaverse Launchpad where projects and individual
creators will be given the right to conduct their NFT minting generation event
which could be interchanged to the process of an IDO.
As the center of attraction of the LaserPunk metaverse, the 3D NFT are not the
conventional JPEGS without utilities, they are “exclusive passes” to gain access
to the launchpad where creators/projects will be able to mint their NFTs with
Genesis holders having the rights to participate in the launchpad of upcoming
projects through discounted minting price, airdrops and other rewards which
will be determined by the projects conducting its NFT minting/Fundraising event
on the LaserPunk launchpad.
The Origin of Laserpunk Gods Metaverse
The beginning: Once upon a time the Laserpunk Galaxy was born with its origin
traced to the Big Bang, The initial idea was the LASERPUNK PLANET, a 3D
animated NFT project which is the genesis planet of the Laserpunks NFTs.

USECASES/UTILITIES OF THE LASERPUNK GENESIS NFTs
LaserPunk Gods NFT will play a vital role in the metaverse through several use
cases that are attached to the NFTs, holders will be able to utilize the NFTs in
the following ways
Holders of the LaserPunk NFTs will be able to utilize it in the following ways as
listed below:
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-

Launchpad function

LaserPunk Genesis NFT holders will be given exclusive access to participate in
the launchpad of upcoming projects through discounted minting price, airdrops
and other rewards which will be determined by the projects conducting its NFT
minting/Fundraising event on the LaserPunk launchpad.
The NFT launchpad is the core/major function of the LaserPunk NFT metaverse.
The launchpad will serve as a platform where NFT creators will be provided
with the overall help and guidance to mint their NFTs. Upcoming NFT and
metaverse projects will be able to utilize the launchpad for minting and Initial
Offerings purposes. Other benefits to NFT creators include access to the
LaserPunk and CorionX ecosystem communities, special marketing and
promotion.
LaserPunk 3D NFT is not just the conventional JPEGS without utilities, they are
“exclusive passes” to gain access to the launchpad where creators/projects will
be able to mint their NFTs with Genesis holders having the rights to drops from
every new collection minted.

-

Governance function

Genesis Laserpunk NFT owners will be able to vote on new collections and act
as support to the development/ growth of our Metaverse

-

Become an AVATAR

NFT owners will become an “AVATAR”. In addition to their 3D animated NFT they
will also receive a JPG format of their NFTs, to use in the social media
platforms.
LaserPunk NFT owners will become an “AVATAR”. In addition to possessing a 3D
animated NFT, they will also receive a JPG format of their NFT(s) which can be
used in any social media platforms as an avatar that is indicative of the
ownership of such NFT’s.

-

Ownership function

Laserpunk Genesis NFTs holders will have access to unique NFT collections.
These NFTs will be personalized (not series) and their owners will get the
special ownership rights and rewards that come with it.>
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-

Earning benefits

Since LaserPunk genesis NFTs are a part of corionX project and ecosystem, the
main focus is to spread the cryptocurrency based solutions and innovations e.g
DeFi, NFT across the world making it accessible to all individuals. In line with
the aforementioned mission, LaserPunk NFT holders will be able to enjoy
special rewards within the CorionX ecosystem. Some of the benefits will be
highlighted below;
1. Laserpunk NFT holders will get rewarded in CorionX utility token
2. Laserpunk NFT holders will have exclusive access to special pools in the
CorionX farms
3. A Laserpunk NFT holders who is holding a big amount of CORX will get special
NFTs from the next launchpad collections.

-

Education

CorionX project supports the global crypto adoption through the initiative
#MoneyInTheRightDirection Movement, where the community members spread
the knowledge of crypto solutions, innovations and trends.
CorionX will be responsible for the distribution of special content to the
community with the aim of educating newcomers and engaging the
active/existing users. LaserPunk NFT holders will have exclusive access to
special contents which includes fundamental and technical analysis, trends and
educational materials on specific topics which will give them not only
knowledge about blockchain and cryptocurrency but helps to make the right
decision along the way.

-

Bounty & Airdrop function

Bounties and airdrops are special forms to engage the community to support
Laserpunk Metaverse with specific activities. At different moment in time, we
will be conducting special airdrop and bounty campaigns to reward LaserPunk
NFT and/or CorionX holders with the #MoneyInTheRightDirection supports also
benefiting in such events.
Laserpunk NFT holders will have special access to these airdrop and bounty
campaigns. To get early notification of upcoming airdrops and bounty events,
holders are encouraged to follow our social media channel to learn about the
campaign and the requirements to participate as it might vary from one event to
another.
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-

Utility function

The plan is to extend and incorporate CorionX’s utility product function into the
LaserPunk NFT project. As a further boost to this implementation, we also plan
to offer special services to commercial partners in the non-cryptocurrency
related sectors. Subsequently, LaserPunk NFT holders will get special rewards
and benefits within this services.

-

Gaming functions

LaserPunk metaverse is not limited to the NFTs, but also a potential gaming
platform with metaverse experience by building and partnering with metaverse
and gaming oriented projects that align with our visions while granting
LaserPunk NFT holders exclusive benefits in these collaborations.

-

Lending functions

All LaserPunk NFT holders will have access to CorionX loans with special
conditions using their NFT as a collateral. There will be a creation of a unique
DeFi product with the LaserPunk NFT ecosystem which will grant holders
access to these special benefits.

-

Membership benefits

Laserpunk NFT users and holders will create a special community within the
NFT ecosystem, representing a special membership within the project which will
give them special rights accordingly. This special rights includes early access to
presale events, airdrops, early access to informational content e.g news,
developments updates and others gifts (Customized T-shirts, statue, baseball
cap e.t.c).

-

Partnership benefits function

Since we aim to create partnership with other projects which includes sharing
our mission within the governance functionalities, LaserPunk NFT holders will
be able to suggest specific projects and vote towards the partnership
agreements.
LaserPunk NFT holders will also enjoy special benefits within the scope of the
partners ecosystem e.g discount in partners NFT, staking and earning
opportunities. It’s appropriate to follow our social media handles in order to
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have first hand information on new partnerships and how to benefit from such
partnerships.
As the LaserPunk metaverse unravels, we intend to add more utilizes e.g

-

Charity Function

Through our Initial Charity NFT Offer (ICNO), We will organize special ICNO
events, where we offer unique Laserpunk NFTs for auction. Approximately 80%
of the total raised amount will be donated to a predefined charity organization
while the other part of the funds will be allocated to the LaserPunk
development fund.

ROADMAP
The LaserPunk metaverse is growing, from inception the ideas of the platform
are the original imagination of the development team. The roadmap will be
highlighted below which will give a clear picture of the present and future
developments of the project with more information accessible on the
WHITEPAPER.

-

PHASE 00
The BIG BANG







Website
Social media handles (Twitter, Discord, Telegram)
Lightpaper, Bounty campaign
Genesis Presale
NFT Distribution (50 LaserPunks)>

-

PHASE 01
GENESIS PLANET

Public minting of 950 Genesis Laserpunks & 500 Twitter followers & Youtube
videos campaign & Marketing & D.A.O. launch
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The public minting of 950 Genesis LaserPunks
Twitter and YouTube video promotion events
Marketing and DAO launch

-

PHASE 02
LAUNCHPAD PLANET





NFT Launchpad for new artists
Laserpunk 2nd edition event with your favorite crypto symbols
1st drop to LaserPunk genesis owners & free crypto education with
CorionX

-

Phase 03
PYRAMID PLANET





Pyramyd NFTs with your favorite crypto symbols
Laserpunk 3rd edition
2nd drop and gift packs to genesis owners>

-

PHASE 04
SPIRITUAL PLANET






Spiritual planet NFTs
Laserpunk 4th edition
3rd drop to genesis owners
Staking CorionX and Laserpunks in the launchpad>

-

PHASE 05
PLANT PLANET






Discovery of a New life forms,
Plant NFTs launch
Laserpunk 5th edition
4th drop NFT drops/airdrops to genesis owners>

-

PHASE 06
ANIMAL PLANET





Discovery of New life forms
Launch of Animal NFTs
Laserpunk 6th edition
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5th drop to genesis owners & special edition of animal NFTs just for
owners

-

PHASE 07
NATURE PLANET





Launch of Nature NFT-s from the world
Laserpunk 7th edition
6th drop to genesis owners & airdrop for owners>

-

PHASE 08
GAMING PLANET





Gaming platform launch
Laserpunk 8th edition
7th drop to genesis owners and free entry to games>

-

PHASE 09-10-11
UNDISCOVERED PLANET




D.A.O. voting for next planets
Laserpunk 9th & 10th edition s drops to genesis owners

USEFUL LINKS (LASERPUNK GOD)
Website: https://laserpunkgods.nft
Twitter: https://twitter.com/laserpunk_Gods
Telegram:
Discord: https://discord.gg/NcujqMaK
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/laserpunk_gods/
TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@laserpunk_gods

YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRUK3fuUMvIGWjRhgnv0dEw
USEFUL LINKS (CorionX)
Website: https://corion.io/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CorionPlatform
Telegram: https://t.me/corionx
Medium: https://corion.medium.com/
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